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2. World of Carbon 

    Carbon is the sixth element in the periodic table and is listed at the top of the VI 

column. Each carbon atom has the electronic structure 1s2, 2s2, 2p2. The electronic 

configuration of the carbon atom is shown in Fig.(1). The 1s2 orbital contains two 

strongly bound electrons, and 

they are called the core electrons. 

However, the four 2s2, 2p2 

electrons are more weakly bound 

electrons called valence 

electrons. Since the energy 

difference between the upper 2p 

energy levels and the lowest 2s 

level in carbon is small compared 

with the binding energy of the 

chemical bonds, the electronic 

wave functions for these four 

electrons can readily mix with 

each other, thereby changing the 

occupation of the 2s and three 2p 

atomic orbitals is called 

hybridization, whereas the 

mixing of a single 2s electron 

with i=1, 2, 3 2p electrons is 

called spi hybridization [1]. 

 

    In carbon the three possibilities are available; sp, sp2 and sp3 orbitals, all of them 

shown in Fig.(2- a, b and c). This in turn gives carbon the ability to adapt into various 

molecular and crystalline structures. The nature of these bonds underlies the varied 

chemical properties and physical properties of the carbon allotropes [1]. 

 

Fig. (1): the electron configuration of 
ground state carbon. 
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Fig. (2): Electron configuration of (a) sp, (b) sp2 and (c) sp3 hybrid orbitals. 

 

2.1. Graphite 
   Crystalline carbon graphite consists of 

layers of hexagonally arranged carbon atoms 

in a planar condensed ring system with each 

carbon 0.142 nm from its three nearest 

neighbors. The layers, named grphenes layers, 

are stacked parallel to each other in a 3-D, 

three dimensional, structure with an interlayer 

distance of ~ 0.334 nm, shown in Fig.(3), [2]. 

The chemical bonds within the layer are 

covalent bonds with sp2 hybridization; each 

hexagonal form 6 σ-bonds and the remaining p-orbitals, which are at right angels at 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig.(3): Graphite structure. 
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the layer planes, take no part in σ-hybridization. The p-orbitals of two neighboring 

carbon atoms overlap sideways and form π-orbitals [2].  The different geometry of the 

chemical bonds makes graphite soft, slippery, opaque and electrically semi-

conducting [3]. 

 

2.2. Diamond 
    Diamond has a crystalline structure where 

each sp3 carbon atom is bonded to four others 

in a tetrahedral arrangement by σ-bonds [3]. 

The tetrahedral bonding characteristic of the 

diamond structure is shown in Fig.(4). As it is 

shown the diamond structure is relatively 

empty; the maximum proportion of the 

available volume which may be filled by hard 

spheres is only 0.34. The diamond structure is 

an example of directional covalent bonding 

with lattice constant 0.3567 nm [4]. The crystalline network gives the diamond its 

hardness and excellent heat conduction properties. The sp3 hybridized bonds account 

for its electrically insulating property and optically transparent [3].  

 

2.3. Fullerene 
    Fullerenes, C60 molecules, are the third allotrope of the carbon element. The 

structure of C60 consists of 60 identical carbon atoms bonded in an icosahedra 

structure made up of 20 hexagons and 12 pentagons, 

Fig. (5). There are two distinct types of C-C bonds. 

Those bonds at the 6:6 ring junctions are shorter 

(bond length of 0.138 nm) than the bonds at the 6:5 

junctions (bond length of 0.145 nm). The bonding is 

essentially sp2, although there may be a small a mount 

of sp3 character due to the curvature [5]. These 

molecules are called Buckminster fullerenes in honor 

of Buckminster Fuller who first designed similarly 

shaped geodesic domes. 

Fig. (4): Diamond structure. 

Fig. (5): Fullerene 
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3. Carbon Nanotubes 
 

3.1. Discovery of Carbon Nanotubes 
      In August 1985, the two scientists Harry Kroto, of the University of Sussex, and 

Richard Smalley, of Rice University, Houston, came together at Rice and, with a 

group of colleagues and students, began the now famous series of experiments on the 

vaporization of graphite. They were immediately struck by a surprising result. In the 

distribution of gas-phase carbon clusters, detected by mass spectrometry, C60 was by 

far the dominant species. This dominance became even more marked under conditions 

which maximized the amount of time the clusters were “annealed” in the helium. 

There was no immediately obvious explanation for this since there appeared to be 

nothing special about open structures containing 60 atoms. The eureka moment came 

when they realized that a closed cluster containing precisely 60 carbon atoms would 

have a structure of unique stability and symmetry, as shown in Fig. (5). Although they 

had no direct evidence to support this structure, subsequent work has proved them 

correct. The discovery of C60 had an impact which extended way beyond the confines 

of academic chemical physics, and marked the beginning of a new era in carbon 

science [6]. 

 

    Carbon nanotubes are perhaps the most important fruits of this research. 

Discovered by the electron microscopist Sumio Iijima, of the NEC laboratories in 

Japan, in 1991, these ‘molecular carbon fibers’ consist of tiny cylinders of graphite, 

closed at each end with caps which contain precisely six pentagonal rings. We can 

illustrate their structure by considering the two ‘archetypal’ carbon nanotubes which 

can be formed by cutting a C60 molecule in half and placing a graphene cylinder 

between the two halves.  

Carbon nanotubes have captured the imagination of physicists, chemists and materials 

scientists alike. Physicists have been attracted to their extraordinary electronic 

properties, chemists to their potential as ‘nanotest-tubes’ and materials scientists to 

their amazing stiffness, strength and resilience. On a more speculative level, 

nanotechnologists have discussed possible nanotube based gears and bearings [6].  
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3.2. Carbon Nanotube 
    The carbon nanotube (CNT) is a self-assembled carbon structure with a diameter of 

about 1-3 nm (1nm =1 billionth of a meter) and hundreds to thousands of nanometer 

long. So, one CNT is 10,000 times thinner than a human hair! [7]. They can be 

thought of as a sheet of graphite (a hexagonal 

lattice of carbon) rolled into a cylinder, 

Fig.(6). These intriguing structures have 

sparked much excitement in the recent years 

and a large amount of research has been 

dedicated to their understanding. Currently, 

the physical properties are still being 

discovered and disputed. What makes it so 

difficult is that nanotubes have a very broad 

range of electronic, thermal, and structural properties that change depending on the 

different kinds of nanotube (defined by its diameter, length, and chirality, or twist). To 

make things more interesting, besides having a single cylindrical wall (SWNTs), 

nanotubes can have multiple walls (MWNTs)--cylinders inside the other cylinders [7]. 

However, the basic structure will be explained for the SWNTs. 

 

3.3. Basic Structure & Types of SWNTs 
    Nanotubes form different types, which can be described by the chiral vector (n, m), 

where n and m are integers of the vector equation R = na1 + ma2. The chiral vector is 

determined by the diagram shown in Fig.(7). Imagine that the nanotube is unraveled 

into a planar sheet, Fig. (7). Draw two lines (the blue lines) along the tube axis where 

the separation takes place. In other words, if you cut along the two blue lines and then 

match their ends together in a cylinder, you get the nanotube that you started with. 

Now, find any point on one of the blue lines that intersects one of the carbon atoms 

(point A) [7]. 

    Then, draw the Armchair line (the thin yellow line), which travels across each 

hexagon, separating them into two equal halves. Now that you have the armchair line 

drawn, find a point along the other tube axis that intersects a carbon atom nearest to 

the Armchair line (point B). Now connect A and B with our chiral vector, R (red 

Fig. (6): Carbon Nanotube. 
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arrow). The wrapping angleϕ ; (not shown) is formed between R and the Armchair 

line.  

 
Fig. (7): Unrevealed nanotube. 

 

• If R lies along the Armchair line (ϕ =0°), then it is called an "armchair" 

nanotube, see Fig. (8-a).  

• If ϕ =30°, then the tube is of the "zigzag" type, Fig. (8-b). 

• Otherwise, if 0°<ϕ <30° then it is a "chiral" tube, Fig. (8-c).  

 

    The vector a1 lies along the "zigzag" line. The other vector a2 has a different 

magnitude than a1, but its direction is a reflection of a1 over the Armchair line. When 

added together, they equal the chiral vector R. Hence, the values of n and m 

determine the chirality, or "twist" of the nanotube. The chirality in turn affects the 

conductance of the nanotube, its density, its lattice structure, and other properties.  

Given the chiral vector (n, m), the diameter of a carbon nanotube can be determined 

using the relationship; [7]  

nm 0.0783 )( 
2/122 nmmnd ++=  
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Fig. (8): Types of SWNTs [8]. 

 

3.4. Electronic Structure of CNT  
      The electronic structure of carbon nanotubes and the influence of the physical 

geometry of the carbon nanotube on its electronic structure are derived from first 

principles in the analysis below. Before examining carbon nanotubes, the electronic 

structure of graphene is investigated. After all, it is the characteristic rolling and 

twisting of the graphene sheet to form a carbon nanotube that determines the 

electronic structure and properties of the CNT.     

 

    2.4.1. Graphene 

    Graphene is the name commonly associated with a single layer of graphite in two 

dimensions. The graphene sheet lattice structure is not a Bravais lattice by itself, but 

can be regarded as an underlying square (oblique) Bravais lattice with a two-atom 
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basis. The resulting lattice structure is most commonly called a honeycomb lattice due 

to the hexagonal arrangement of Carbon atoms [1], Fig.(9). 

   

 
Fig. (9): Graphene Lattice Structure [9]. 

 

    The above figure shows the real space lattice structure of graphene. The two 

primitive lattice vectors are a1 and a2 which define the underlying square Bravais 

lattice. In the Cartesian xy coordinate are;   
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Thus, the primitive unit vectors form an angle of 60° between them and are of 

magnitude a, where a is the lattice constant of 2D graphite, a = 2.46Å [1]. 

 

 
Fig. (10): Construction of Graphene Lattice, Real space lattice (a), Reciprocal lattice (b), [1]. 
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    Figure (10-a), shows why the hexagonal honeycomb lattice structure is not a 

Bravais lattice. Atoms at A and B do not have the same orientation and hence an 

oblique, square Bravais lattice is constructed as shown with a two-atom basis as 

explained earlier. The dotted box is the primitive unit cell, with primitive lattice 

vectors given by a1 and a2, and the resulting structure formed by translating the unit 

cell using the real space lattice translational vector, 

21 manaCh +=  

    The graphene honeycomb lattice shown in Fig. (10-b) shows the reciprocal lattice, 

which also has hexagonal symmetry, constructed from the real space primitive unit 

vectors using the relationships, 
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where a1 and a2 as defined above, and a3 is the unit vector in the z direction, hence, 
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The Wigner-Seitz unit cell of the reciprocal lattice is the first Brillouin zone as shown. 

The energy dispersion relationship for the dotted triangle with the vertices given by 

the symmetry points, Γ, K, and M (also denoted by X sometimes), is calculated using 

the tight-binding energy model. The simple approximation for the electronic structure 

of the graphene sheet is, [1]: 
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where t is the transfer integral and a is the 2D graphite lattice constant. 

 

    Figure 11 shows the graphene energy dispersion relations calculated using the tight 

binding energy model. The mesh plot represents the whole Brillouin zone while the 

inset shows the E-k relationship along the axes of symmetry. For the particular plot 

above, t = -3.033 eV. The upper half of the energy dispersion plot describes the       

π*-energy anti-bonding band and the lower half describes the π-energy bonding band. 

At T = 0 K, all the electrons occupy the lower π band (completely filled) and the 
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upper π* band is empty. The upper π* band and the lower π band are degenerate at the 

K points at which the Fermi level passes. Since the density of states at the Fermi level 

is zero, the 2D graphite sheet or graphene layer is a zero-bandgap semiconductor. 

Real graphite is actually a metal since interaction between the graphene layers causes 

the bands to overlap such that the bands are partially filled at T = 0 K [1]. 

 

 

 
Fig.(11): Graphene Energy Dispersion Relations [1]. 

 
 
 
    2.4.2. Graphene Sheet to SWN  

    In order to understand how the 

electronic structure of the carbon nanotube 

can be derived using the graphene 

electronic band structure, the formation of 

CNTs by rolling the graphene sheet must 

be understood at first. The main question 

to be answered is how rolling the graphene 

sheet affects the electronic structure of the 

CNT. The remainder of this section seeks 

to understand how the chirality and 

diameter of the CNT determines its 

electronic band structure [1]. 

π* anti-bonding 
orbitals 

π bonding 
orbitals 

Fig. (12): Graphene sheet with vector definitions. 
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    In Fig. (12), the real space lattice translational vector, R, is defined as the chiral 

vector,  

21 manaCh +=  

where a1 and a2 are the primitive unit vectors defined earlier. The graphene sheet is 

rolled such that |OA| = | Ch | becomes the circumference of the nanotube and |OB| = T 

is parallel to the axis of the nanotube. Thus, T, defined as the unit vector of the 

nanotube, is perpendicular to Ch. And the rectangle defined by the vertices OAB′B 

defines the unit cell of the nanotube. The chiral angle, θ, is the angle between the 

chiral vector and a1. Henceforth, 21 manaC h += , will be referred by the 

indices (n, m) which is typically the notation used to differentiate between different 

carbon nanotubes. The indices, n and m, are integers and 0 ≤ |m| ≤ n from symmetry 

considerations [1].  

Some geometric relations can be derived from the above description; 

Diameter of nanotube, dt = |Ch| /π 

π/ht Cd =  

π
nmmnadt

++
=

22

 

Let 2211 atatT +=  where t1 and t2 are integers. Since T is perpendicular to Ch; 

Rd
nmt +

=
2

1  and ( )
Rd

mnt +−
=

2
2  

where dR is the greatest common divisor (GCD) of (2n+m) and (2m+n). Since d is the 

GCD of n and m; 

dR = d if (n-m) is not a multiple of 3d 

dR = 3d if (n-m) is a multiple of 3d 

Now going to the graphene reciprocal lattice as constructed in Fig.(10-b): Let K1 be 

the reciprocal lattice vector corresponding to Ch and K2 be the reciprocal lattice vector 

corresponding to T.  

Since exp(iK.R) = 1 for any reciprocal lattice vector K and any real space lattice 

vector R and bj . ai = 2π δi, hence; 

Ch . K1 = 2π and Ch . K2 = 0 

T . K1 = 0 and T . K2 = 2π 
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Writing the four vector dot products and using the expressions for Ch and T derived 

above, 

( )
( )212

21121

1

1

bnbm
N

K

btbt
N

K

rr

rr

−=

+−=
 

where n, m are the indices of the chiral vector, N is the number of graphene primitive 

unit cells in the CNT unit cell, and b1 and b2 are the primitive vectors of the reciprocal 

lattice as defined earlier. Wave vectors that differ by NK1 are equivalent due to 

periodic boundary conditions [1]. 

 
Fig.(13): Reciprocal Lattice of Graphene Sheet. 

 

    Figure 13 shows the reciprocal lattice vectors, K1 and K2, for a nanotube. The first 

Brillouin zone of the CNT is represented by the line WW’ which is parallel to K2, the 

reciprocal lattice vector corresponding to the real space vector T, which defines the 

axis of the carbon nanotube. Since t1 and t2 do not have a common divisor, none of the 

(N-1) K1 vectors are reciprocal vectors of graphene. Nanotubes are 1D materials and 

only K2 is a reciprocal lattice vector. Thus the N K1 vectors result in N discrete k 

vectors in the circumferential direction, Ch, which arise due to the quantized wave 

vectors associated with the boundary conditions on Ch. That is, the wave vectors in 

the K1 direction become quantized for the electron wave function to be single-valued 

while for a nanotube of infinite length, K2 remains continuous. Hence, for the N 

discrete values of the k vectors, N 1D energy bands appear [1]. 

 

    The energy bands consist of a set of 1D energy dispersion relations which are 

cross-sections of those for graphene, Fig. (11). When the energy dispersion relations 

of graphene at line segments shifted from WW’ by a quantized wave vector are folded 
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into the first Brillouin zone, N pairs of 1D dispersion relations are obtained. The 1D 

dispersion relations are: 

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
+= 1

2

2
2)( iK

K
KkEkE Di  

where i is the index corresponding to each quantized k vector in the K1 direction in the 

first Brillouin zone, and Eg2D (k) is the graphene energy dispersion relation. Thus the 

N pairs of energy dispersion plots given by the above equation correspond to the 

cross-sections of the 2D graphene energy dispersion plot with each cross-section 

made on the lines kK2 / |K2| + iK1. 

 

    Figure 14 shows more clearly the 

Wigner-Seitz primitive unit cell of the 

reciprocal lattice of the carbon 

nanotube, and hence the first Brillouin 

zone (WW’). From this diagram, it is 

evident that the carbon nanotube is a 1D 

material; the real space and reciprocal 

Bravais lattices are both lines. It is also 

clear from the zoomed-in Brillouin zone 

representation that the energy dispersion 

relations for the CNT simply consist of 

N 1D energy bands within the Brillouin 

zone of length 2π / |T|, where each band is a cut of the graphene dispersion relation on 

the lines (kK2 / |K2| + iK1). That is, the E-k diagrams are plots of N energy bands 

versus the wave vector, k, in the direction of the reciprocal lattice vector, K2, with 

each band corresponding to one of the N quantized wave vectors in the K1 direction. 

One can essentially imagine N cuts of the graphene dispersion relation, each cut 

corresponding to a quantized wave vector in the K1 direction, folded back into the first 

Brillouin zone (WW’) to result in an E-k plot with N discrete energy bands. If for a 

particular (n, m) nanotube the cross section passes through a K point in the 2D 

Brillouin zone of graphene, then the 1D energy bands of the nanotube have no 

bandgap. It can also be shown that the density of states at the Fermi level has a finite 

value for these carbon nanotubes and hence they will be metallic. If the cross-sections 

Fig.(14): Reciprocal Lattice of Carbon Nanotube.
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do not pass through a K point, then the nanotube is semiconducting with a finite 

bandgap. The plots below for the (4, 2) nanotube summarize the above discussion [1]. 

 

 
 

 

 

    The condition for obtaining a metallic nanotube and the prediction that 1/3 of 

nanotubes will be metallic and 2/3 will be semiconducting, can finally be understood 

with Fig.(14). It is evident from the diagram that if all the 1D band cross-sections are 

to pass through the K points, then the ratio of |YK| to |K1| must be an integer. 

YK = (1/3)*(2n + m) K1 

Hence, for the CNT to be metallic, (2n + m), or (n – m), must be a multiple of 3. 

“Armchair” nanotubes which are denoted by (n, n) are therefore always metallic, and 

“zig-zag” nanotubes, denoted by (n, 0), are metallic if n is a multiple of 3. It follows 

that approximately 1/3 of nanotubes are metallic and 2/3 are semiconducting. It is also 

found that the bandgap of semiconducting nanotubes is inversely proportional to the 

nanotube diameter [1],  

Eg = (|t|*aC-C) / dt 

where t = 3.13 eV, aC-C =  
3

a , the nearest-neighbor C-C distance in the graphene 

sheet, and dt is the diameter of the nanotube as derived in terms of the chiral vector 

indices, n and m, earlier. 

 

 

Fig.(15): (a): Graphene Dispersion Relations. Black lines correspond to the N cross-sections in 
the K1 direction folded back into the first Brillouin zone. (b): 2D Representation of the N cross-
sections folded into the first Brillouin zone [9]. 
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4. Properties 
    3.1. Electrical Properties 
     Because of the symmetry and unique electronic structure of graphene, the structure 

of a nanotube strongly affects its electrical properties, as it is already described in the 

previous section.  

    Metallic nanotubes can have an electrical current density more than 1,000 times 

greater than metals such as silver and copper. The electrical transport properties of 

SWNTs has been recently studied has raised some controversy. The conductance of a 

tube is quantized, and a nanotube acts as a ballistic conductor. Nanotubes also have a 

constant resistivity, and a tolerance for very high current density. 

For example, Thess et al. calculated the resistivity of ropes of metallic SWNTs to be 

in the order of 10-4 Ω.cm at 300 K. They did this by measuring the resistivity directly 

with a four-point technique. One of the values they measured was 0.34 x 10-4 Ω.cm, 

which they noted would indicate that the ropes were the most highly conductive 

carbon fibers known, even factoring in their error in measurement. In the same study 

his measurements of the conductivity, Frank et al. was able to reach a current density 

in the tube greater than 107 A/cm2. Later, Phaedon Avouris suggested that stable 

current densities of nanotubes could be pushed as high as 1013 A/cm2 [10].  

 

   3.2. Optical Properties 
    The study by Wilder et al. showed that the semi-conducting nanotubes are having 

fundamental gap varies as a function of diameter. Their data showed that the energy 

gap can be modeled by the function: 

Egap=2yoacc/d 

where yo is the C-C tight bonding overlap energy (2.7±0.1 eV), acc is the nearest 

neighbor C-C distance (0.142 nm) and d is the diameter. This shows that the 

fundamental gap ranged from around 0.4 eV up to 0.7 eV. They concluded that the 

fundamental gap of semi-conducting nanotubes was determined by small variations of 

the diameter and bonding angle [11].  

 

    3.3. Thermal Properties 
    The thermal properties of carbon nanotubes display a wide range of behaviors 

which are related both to their graphitic nature and their unique structure and size. 
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However, the thermal conductivity of carbon nanotubes is dependent on the 

temperature and the large phonon mean free paths. 

In 1999, J.Hone, M.Whitney, and A.Zettle found that the thermal conductivity was 

temperature dependent, and was almost a linear relationship. They suggested that the 

conductivity has a linear dependence on temperature from 7 to 25 K, and it arises 

monotonically with temperature to above room temperature, Fig. (4-3). They also 

found that the thermal conductivity for a single rope at room temperature could vary 

between 1800 - 6000 W/m-K [12]. 

 

    3.4. Mechanical Properties 
    Carbon nanotubes are the strongest and stiffest materials on earth, in terms of 

tensile strength and elastic modulus respectively. This strength results from the 

covalent sp² bonds formed between the individual carbon atoms. In 2000, a multi-

walled carbon nanotube was tested to have a tensile strength of 63 GPa. Since carbon 

nanotubes have a low density for a solid, of 1.3-1.4 g/cm³, its specific strength of up 

to 48,000 kN·m/kg is the best of known materials, compared to high-carbon steel's 

154 kN.m/kg [1]. 

 

 

5. Applications 
As a result of these extraordinary properties, CNTs promise ‘a tiny revolution'. Their 

unique and extreme properties allow them to be used in a variety of engineering 

disciplines. 

 

    4.1. Large Scale Integration (LSI) Interconnects 
    A large scale integration (LSI) is used in the electric equipments such as a 

computer and a mobile phone has realized high performance with scaling down its 

size. However, international technology roadmap for semiconductors (ITRS) 2005 

reported that the current density required for wiring materials will exceed that of Cu 

(107 A/cm2) by 2014 as shown in Fig. (16-a), and the increasing bulk resistance of Cu 

by electron scattering becomes a serious problem with miniaturization of Cu wiring. 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are promising materials for future LSI interconnects, 

Fig.(16-b) because of their unique properties: high current density exceeding           
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109A/cm2, high thermal conductivity, and ballistic transport. For multilayer 

interconnect applications, it is essential to synthesize CNT bundles at temperatures 

below 400oC to reduce the damage to the interlayer dielectric film [13]. 

 

 
Fig. (16): (a) The requirement of current density tolerance for future ULSI (by ITRS2005). (b) The 
diagram of a multilayer LSI interconnect including CNT. 
 

 

    4.2. Field Effect Transistors 
    Carbon nanotubes are potential candidates for use in many functional devices such 

as field emitters and for use in nano-electronics. Carbon nanotubes are the world’s 

smallest solid-state light emitters, and the first electrically controlled, single molecule 

emitter. Nanotube transistors have been “successfully fabricated and tested using 

individual multi-wall or single-wall as the channel of a field-effect transistor”, [14]. 

 
Fig. (17): IBM scientists simultaneously inject positive and negative charges into a carbon nanotube 
through the source and drain electrodes at its two ends, left figure. When the electrons and holes meet 
in the nanotube, they neutralize each other and generate light, right figure. 
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   4.3. A vessel for drug delivery 
    The versatile structure of a nanotube allows it to be used for a variety of tasks in 

and around the body. Although often seen especially in cancer related incidents, the 

carbon nanotube is often used as a vessel for transporting drugs into the body. The 

nanotube allows for the drug dosage to hopefully be lowered by localizing its 

distribution, as well as significantly cut costs to pharmaceutical companies and their 

consumers. The nanotube commonly carries the drug one of two ways: the drug can 

be attached to the side or trailed behind, or the drug can actually be placed inside the 

nanotube. Both of these methods are effective for the delivery and distribution of 

drugs inside of the body [15]. 

 

    4.4. Thermal Applications 
    The high thermal conductivity of nanotubes may be useful for a number of thermal 

management applications, such as heat sinking of silicon processors, or to increase the 

thermal conductivity of plastics in such areas as housing for electric motors. Although 

many groups have studied nanotubes for their mechanical properties, their possible 

thermal properties have only recently attracted attention [12].  

 

   4.5. Aerospace components  
    Due to the risks involved in flying, aircraft manufacturers strive to make the 

aerospace components stronger, tougher, and last longer.  One of the key properties 

required of the aircraft components is the fatigue strength, which decreases with the 

component’s age.  By making 

the components out of stronger 

materials, the life of the aircraft 

is greatly increased.  The 

fatigue strength increases with 

a reduction in the grain size of 

the material.  Carbon nanotubes 

provide such a significant 

reduction in the grain size over 

conventional materials that the 

fatigue life is increased by an Fig. (4-6): Faster, better, cheaper space transportation with 
nanotubes.
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average of 200-300%.  Furthermore, components made of CNTs are stronger and can 

operate at higher temperatures; aircrafts can fly faster and more efficiently (for the 

same amount of aviation fuel).  In spacecrafts, elevated-temperature strength of the 

material is crucial because the components (such as rocket engines, thrusters, and 

vectoring nozzles) operate at much higher temperatures than aircrafts and higher 

speeds. CNTs are perfect candidates for spacecraft applications, as well [16]. 

 

    4.6. Space Elevator 
    This will be possible only if tensile strengths of more than about 70 GPa can be 

achieved. CNTs are the well known 

materials having such property tell now. 

The only problem may be arrised is that, 

the monoatomic oxygen in the Earth's 

upper atmosphere would erode carbon 

nanotubes at some altitudes, so a space 

elevator constructed of nanotubes would 

need to be protected (by some kind of 

coating). Carbon nanotubes in other 

applications would generally not need 

such surface protection [17]. 

 

    4.7. Space Platforms 
    The Russian space agency stated that it intends to develop a space platform from 

which missions to the moon and to Mars could be launched. According to agency 

director Anatoly Perminov, the space 

platform project should be up and working 

after 2020. Russia plans its first moon 

mission for 2025. However, such 

platforms are mainly to be made of CNTs 

because of their unique properties stated 

before. Many scientists are thinking of 

developing such idea to be performed on 

other planets [18].  

Fig. (4-7): Stimulated Space Elevators. 

Fig. (4-8): Stimulated Space Platforms 
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    4.8. Potential Application of CNTs 
Combat jackets: MIT is working on combat jackets that use carbon nanotubes as 

ultrastrong fibers and to monitor the condition of the wearer. Cambridge university 

has developed the fibres and given a license to a company [19]. 

Concrete: In concrete, they increase the tensile strength, and halt crack propagation.  

Sports equipment: Stronger and lighter tennis rackets, bike parts, golf balls, golf 

clubs, golf shaft and baseball bats [19].  

Bridges: For instance in suspension bridges (where they will be able to replace steel).  

Air pollution filter: Future applications of nanotube membranes include filtering 

carbon dioxide from power plant emissions [19].  

Biotech container: Nanotubes can be opened and filled with materials such as 

biological molecules, raising the possibility of applications in biotechnology [19].  

Hydrogen storage: Research is currently being undertaken into the potential use of 

carbon nanotubes for hydrogen storage. They have the potential to store between 4.2 

and 65% hydrogen by weight. This is an important area of research, since if they can 

be mass produced economically there is potential to contain the same quantity of 

energy as a 50l gasoline tank in 13.2l of nanotubes. See also, Hydrogen Economy[19].  

Water filter: Recently nanotube membranes have been developed for use in filtration. 

This technique can purportedly reduce desalination costs by 75%. The tubes are so 

thin that small particles (like water molecules) can pass through them, while larger 

particles (such as the chloride ions in salt) are blocked [19].  

 

5. Conclusion 
    Combining all what have been stated here in this report about CNTs, which is from 

my beside a drop in a sea of the Carbon Nanoscience,  a new era has begun and we 

should think of what is needed??? 
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